between the model and the experimental data was minimized.
I. INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive radar model of sea clutter returns must include both temporal and spatial characteristics and ultimately requires a complex probabilistic description [1] . Recently, models for the amplitude distribution of sea clutter have received a great deal of attention, however, the relationship between these models and the actual radar parameters as well as sea state conditions are incomplete. These issues, as they pertain to target detection in sea clutter, are discussed further in Section VI. The most fundamental characteristic of sea clutter remains its average reflectivity ¾ ± defined in the dimensionless unit of square meters of radar cross section per square meters of locally horizontal surface area illuminated by the radar. Any probabilistic model must be constrained to agree with this average level of sea clutter as determined by the radar parameters and the value of ¾ ± . The numeric value of the sea clutter reflectivity is a function of many parameters such as sea state, grazing angle, polarization, radar frequency, propagation conditions, and wind direction relative to the radar look angle. Since the early days of radar, hundreds of measurement campaigns have been conducted to determine the value of ¾ ± experimentally, with numerous papers and reports published and later summarized in books.
For average sea clutter reflectivity, a critical review of a large body of measurement data is included in Nathanson, et al. [2] in the form of seven tables showing reflectivity versus sea state from 0 to 6, frequencies from 500 MHz to 35 GHz, horizontal and vertical polarization, and grazing angles from 0.1 to 60 deg. These tables were first published in 1969 [3] and extensively updated for the 1991 edition [2] . For the radar systems engineer, these tables provide invaluable reference data often used as the basis for radar specification and performance prediction. Often, however, a particular radar application involves parameter sets that are not easily obtained from these tables by interpolating between adjacent values. In addition, some amount of smoothing of unavoidable experimental errors is required.
This leads to the desire for an empirical model, which, while validated by the experimental data, allows computations to be performed over a continuum of parameter values. One such model, developed at the Georgia Institute of Technology around 1978 [4] and known as the GIT model, has received widespread acceptance and is described in detail in Nathanson, et al. [2] . However, as pointed out by Nathanson, the GIT model does not always agree with his tables of measured sea reflectivity, in particular at low sea states. While this difference qualitatively can be attributed to measurement accuracies, unknown propagation conditions (such as ducting) and uncertainties in defining the underlying sea state, these discrepancies are at times quite large and may lead to optimistic radar performance predictions.
In this paper, we are presenting a new empirical model for sea clutter reflectivity based entirely on the experimental results tabulated by Nathanson. This model is defined as a function of radar frequency, polarization, sea state, and grazing angle. The functional form of this empirical model was chosen such that the average absolute deviation (in dB) between the predictions using this model and the experimental data was minimized for all grazing angles up to 60 deg as well as all frequencies ranging from 0.1 GHz to 35 GHz. The average absolute deviation for both polarizations was found to be less than 3 dB. Compared with the NRL model, the GIT model and other sea clutter reflectivity models that were studied had absolute deviation greater than 10 dB. Details of this are discussed in Section III.
II. THE GIT MODEL AND NATHANSON'S TABLES
A direct comparison between the GIT model and the tables in Nathanson, et al. (here referred to as "Nathanson's tables") does not appear to have been addressed in the past. One problem encountered when attempting to compare the GIT model with the tables in [2] is that the GIT model does not use sea state as an input parameter, although this parameter is almost universally used in radar system specifications and analysis. The GIT model instead uses as inputs the average wave height h av and the average wind velocity v w . For a fully risen sea, 1 these two quantities are stated to be related by
The GIT model allows for separately specified inputs of average wave height and, optionally, wind velocity in order to account for the effect on sea clutter reflectivity of rising or falling seas, but the experimental basis for this generalization is not discussed in the GIT paper. Wave height is more commonly described in terms of the significant wave height h 1=3 , defined as the average peak-to-trough height of the 1/3 highest waves. The relation to average wave height is usually taken as
From this, the relationship between average wind speed and significant wave height is
or, inversely,
The relationship between significant wave height and sea state assumed by Nathanson, et al. is given by rows 5 and 6 in their Fig. 7 .1 [2] . Although Sea State 0 is not explicitly labeled in this figure, the notes accompanying the tabulated values (page 280) state that they "arbitrarily" assume that Sea State 0 corresponds to winds less than 4 knots and significant wave heights of less than 0.25 ft. Using this data, we plot the relationship between significant wave height and sea state in Fig. 1 
By combining (2) and (5), average wave height can be represented in terms of sea state as
Equations (6) and (1) can then be used to convert sea state numbers to average wave height and wind velocity as required by the GIT model. These equations were used since they follow Nathanson's assumptions used for mapping the measured clutter reflectivity data to sea state. A slightly different relationship between sea state and significant wave height is given in the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Universal Sea State code [5] . A good fit to the WMO code is provided by the expression h 1=3 = 1:6 ¢ h av = 0:049 ¢ SS 2:6 :
The most significant difference in the WMO code is that Sea State 0 corresponds to zero wave height (glassy surface) and thus in theory would have no radar reflectivity at all. However, other authors agree with the approach of Nathanson, et al. to map Sea State 0 to a non-zero reflectivity; see, for example, the discussions in Briggs [6] and Barton [7] . It should be noted that a fully risen sea, as assumed in (4), is rarely encountered in the real world. An example of data collected during the year 2006 at Buoy 44013 off the coast of Hull, MA, is shown in Fig. 2 [8] . Each point shown is based on a 15 min average value of both wind speed and significant wave height. For comparison, the circles were calculated from (4). This example illustrates the difficulty of relating wind speed and wave height based on experimental observations. Nathanson, et al. state that the values in their tables are "averages of the decibel values of upwind, downwind, and crosswind where available." In the GIT model, the cross-wind case produces reflectivity numbers intermediate to the upwind and downwind cases and was therefore used in this comparison. In the cross-wind case, the wind is perpendicular to the radar look direction.
Using (1)- (6) While the agreement at Sea State 4 and above is reasonably good, large discrepancies are noted for Sea State 3 and below. For example, for Sea State 3, the difference across L-to X-band is 10-15 dB. For Sea State 2, the difference is even larger. Note that the curve calculated from the GIT model for Sea State 0 is below the scale used in these graphs. These large differences give rise to some concern that when the GIT model is used in predictions of radar performance at moderate sea state, optimistic results may be obtained.
In the following section a new empirical model is introduced, subsequently referred to as the NRL sea clutter model, which provides much better agreement with the experimental data points in Nathanson, et al. This model is an update of preliminary results presented by the authors at the 2009 IEEE Radar Conference in Pasadena, CA [9] . 
III. AN IMPROVED EMPIRICAL SEA CLUTTER MODEL
The point of departure for this paper is that any empirical model of sea clutter reflectivity, or any other sea clutter characteristic for that matter, must be well supported by available experimental data. Consequently, a parameterized expression was sought that could be used as a basis for such a new empirical sea clutter model using the data in the Nathanson tables as the experimental reference. Some authors have raised questions about the methodology used by Nathanson, et al. to derive these tables, but nonetheless this data base has evolved over a period of more than 20 yr and has had inputs from many researchers in the field, so that until a new and better data base becomes available, these results represent the de facto standard for sea clutter reflectivity as a function of frequency, grazing angle, sea state, and polarization.
Our proposed expression has the form
where ® is the grazing angle (degrees), SS is the sea state, and f is the radar frequency (GHz). This empirical expression has five free parameters to provide the desired match to the experimental data points for horizontal and vertical polarization. The first term of this expression is the constant c 1 representing a fixed dB offset of the reflectivity. The second term, containing the coefficient c 2 , represents the commonly assumed logarithmic dependence of sea clutter reflectivity on grazing angle. The third term, with coefficient c 3 , accounts for the effect of radar frequency with an additional empirical correction for grazing angle. The fourth term, with coefficient c 4 , adds the effect of sea state, again with an additional empirical correction for grazing angle. The fifth term, with coefficient c 5 , adds the rapid increase in reflectivity as the grazing angle approaches vertical incidence.
The five parameters, c 1 , c 2 :::c 5 , were optimized to minimize the average absolute deviation (in dB) Table II shows the computed average absolute deviation (in dB) for the NRL model, the GIT model, and two other empirical sea clutter models-the Hybrid model [10] and a model developed by the Technology Service Corporation (TSC) [11] referred to in the table as the TSC model. Each of these models is compared with the data in the Nathanson's tables for grazing angles up to 10 deg. The average deviation of the GIT model is significantly higher than the NRL model. The Hybrid model which combines the elements of the GIT model with new empirical equations was introduced in an attempt to account for the effects of the evaporation ducts. The comparison of this model with the data in Nathanson's tables shows some improvement over the GIT model for vertical polarization, but the average deviation is still large. Note however, that the Hybrid model is not valid for sea state 0 so the much larger deviations for this case were excluded. Finally, a model developed by TSC was included in a commercial radar performance evaluation software package. The average absolute deviation between the TSC model and the Nathanson data provides only a slight improvement. Again, sea state 0 is not included in the deviation computations. Table III shows a similar comparison, but for all grazing angles (0.1 to 60.0 deg) included in Nathanson's tables. Note that none of the other models discussed claims validity up to 60 deg grazing angle, whereas when the NRL model was optimized this case was included.
IV. OTHER EMPIRICAL SEA CLUTTER MODELS
In addition to the above, several other sea clutter models have been proposed for use in radar performance assessments. In Briggs [6] , a model is derived (ch. 11, Figs. 11.4 and 11.5) for S-and X-band, based on the Nathanson tables, using a methodology similar to that used in the present paper. His empirical equation uses only three free parameters for each polarization, but these parameters must be chosen independently for each radar frequency. Briggs also puts forth arguments as to why significant sea clutter returns may be encountered at sea states as low as 0 and 1. Barton [7] describes a much simplified model (ch. 3), based on the so-called constant gamma model for surface reflectivity, in which gamma is determined from an empirical equation that is a function of sea state and radar wavelength. The sea reflectivity is then further adjusted by a two-way propagation factor based on wave height.
V. REFLECTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF GRAZING ANGLE
Sea reflectivity is often graphed as a function of grazing angle with either sea state or radar frequency as a parameter. Such plots show the typical behavior of a rapid increase at very low grazing angles, followed by the plateau region at intermediate angles, and finally a rapid rise as grazing angles approach 90 deg. Figures 7-10 illustrate this behavior for the proposed NRL sea clutter model. While examining these results, it must be kept in mind that the empirical model is based on five tables at grazing angles at or below 10 deg and only two tables at 30 and 60 deg, so a better match is to be expected in the regimen of lower grazing angles.
VI. DETECTION OF TARGETS IN SEA CLUTTER
For low resolution radar, typically having a range resolution of the order of microseconds and an azimuth beamwidth of several degrees, sea clutter can usually be modeled as a quasi-stationary Gaussian random process. In this case the signal-to-clutter ratio as calculated from the radar parameters, the target characteristics, and the sea surface reflectivity (as discussed in this paper), can be combined with results from classical radar detection theory to evaluate radar performance. Conventional constant false alarm rate (CFAR) processing will further ensure effective false alarm rate control. With frequency agility the expected noncoherent integration gain is realized, but for fixed frequency operation, pulse-to-pulse correlation will limit this integration improvement. For radars with improved range and angle resolution, the Gaussian model is no longer valid and the sea returns will have a distinctly spiky (and therefore non-Gaussian) appearance [12] . Over many years researchers have analyzed experimental radar sea return data with the goal of finding useful statistical sea clutter models for use in radar performance analysis. A good example of these studies is that of Farina, et al. [13] , which analyzes the IPIX radar data obtained by McMaster University. While this data is stated to be high resolution, the radar resolution cell of the IPIX radar is actually greater than 1000 m 2 at a range of 3-4 km. Most success has been noted in the modeling of the amplitude distribution of sea clutter using well-known statistical distributions such as the Weibull, log-normal, Pareto, and the K-distribution. Of these the K-distribution has been particularly successful in modeling sea clutter for a wide range of sea states and radar parameters, and also has a good theoretical foundation based on a model combining Gaussian speckle modulated in power by a slower non-Gaussian texture function, which for the case of the K-distribution follows a Gamma-distribution [1] . Less progress has been realized in efforts to model the dynamics of the sea clutter returns, both spatially and temporary, and many proposed models lack an experimental basis and sometimes make bold assumptions. Also, limited progress has been made in establishing new and more effective processing methods for improving the detection of small and slow moving targets in a sea clutter background. Most navigation radars still rely on proprietary combinations of sensitivity time control (STC), log-CFAR processing, and adjustable detection thresholds, to control the single scan false alarm rate and detect targets of interest [6] . In order to be seen by such radars, small boats usually need to enhance their cross section using corner reflectors. In his pioneering experimental work on target detection in sea clutter [14] , Croney found that sea spikes de-correlate with time much more slowly than the typical radar dwell time (time-on-target) but more rapidly than typical radar scan times, so that by operating the radar at a higher than usual rotation rate, scan-to-scan integration can be used to improve the detection of small targets [15, 16] . This approach is sometimes referred to as track-before-detect (TBD) [17] , but can also be thought of as scan-to-scan noncoherent integration utilizing multiple hypothesis testing to take into account target motion.
An example of very high resolution sea clutter returns in a scanning radar, which illustrates the difficulties encountered in detecting small and slow targets with a low single scan false alarm probability, is shown in Fig. 11 . This data was obtained using the NRL WARLOC 94 GHz millimeter wave radar [18] located at the NRL Chesapeake Bay Detachment close to Washington, D.C., with 12 knot winds and a sea state of 2-3. The radar was operating with 300 MHz FM pulses at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 500 Hz and stretch processing was used, resulting For a radar with lower resolution, such as the IPIX radar mentioned earlier the data shown in Fig. 11 would be averaged over 30 m in range and 0:9 ± in azimuth for a resolution cell of » 1250 m 2 . Thus each resolution cell of the IPIX radar would contain an average of » 15 sea spikes, as seen in Fig. 11 . which would explain the distributed nature of sea spike events noted in many studies based on radar data with moderate resolution. There is probably no reason why the spiky characteristic of sea clutter measured at W-band would differ substantially from that observed at X-band.
The cumulative distribution of the measured cross section corresponding to Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 12 , which was plotted on Weibull graph paper. The mean cross section of sea clutter plus noise was found to be ¡36:8 dBsm (following an extensive effort to calibrate the radar) and the noise level was separately found to correspond to ¡80 dBsm as shown by the theoretical dotted line (Rayleigh distribution). The third curve is the K-distribution for the same clutter-plus-noise level but modified for the known level of the additive thermal noise. A Matlab program made available by Glenn Davidson at his Radar Works website [19] was used to compute this curve. A value of the shape parameter of º = 0:03 was selected (by trial and error) as the best match between the K-distribution and the measured data. This shape parameter value is much Fig. 12 . Cumulative distribution functions of WARLOC sea clutter, thermal noise, and the best matching K-distribution.
smaller than values previously reported and can be attributed to the very high resolution of the WARLOC radar. The lack of agreement between the measured results and the K-distribution for lower cross section values can be explained by a ¡30 to ¡35 dB range sidelobe limit of the WARLOC stretch processing. In the region of most importance, for high values of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) (and therefore low values of the false alarm probability), the agreement between the K-distribution and this very high resolution sea echo is very good. From this graph it can be seen, that in order to control the single scan false alarm probability to a value of P f = 10 ¡6 , a threshold setting as much as 30 dB above the mean would be required (corresponding to cdf = 0:999999). On the other hand, if operation at a single scan P f = 10 ¡2 (cdf = 0:99) can be tolerated, as for the TBD approach discussed earlier the threshold can be lowered (and therefore radar sensitivity improved) by as much as 20 dB. It is this improvement that makes the TBD technique so attractive for the detection of small targets in sea clutter. Since the duration of sea spikes plays a key role in the effectiveness of the TBD technique, we include Fig. 13 , which shows a 14 s time history corresponding to Fig. 11 but with the beam stationary at an azimuth angle of 124 deg. From this it is seen that sea spike durations range from a few tenths up to a several seconds.
Finally, in Fig. 14, a range cut through Fig. 11 is shown using an average over 14 pulse repetition intervals, corresponding to a dwell time of 28 ms. This again highlights the challenge of detecting a slow moving target in this spiky sea clutter by any technique other than amplitude thresholding and, possibly, scan-to-scan integration as discussed above. Hypothetically, the challenge would be to reliably identify the 6 largest returns as sea spikes while identifying the seventh largest return as a potential target (if this really was the case). It also puts in question any expectation of being able to rely on cell averaging CFAR technique to discriminate against the sea spikes for very high resolution radars. It is still possible that CFAR processing could be useful in other cases, as for example for radars with a larger resolution cell size, for higher sea states, or when significant swell exists in the sea.
Recently much research has been devoted to attempts to discriminate between sea spikes and targets of interest based on their spectral characteristics, using coherent processing of the returns received during a single dwell [20] . This appears to be a generalization, for the colored noise case, of a detection principle first proposed by Siebert [21] for CFAR detection in white Gaussian noise relying on data in a single range cell only. If the noise (i.e., sea clutter) spectrum is known, or can be estimated in near real time, a whitening filter is used to transform the sea clutter return into independent Gaussian samples and the subsequent detection rule becomes a generalization of Siebert's approach. The need for the spectrum of the sea return to be the same in all range cells of the sea clutter return, in order for this technique to work, raises important questions regarding the potential radar use of this approach to detect slow moving targets in a sea clutter environment [22] .
Much work remains to be done to develop sea clutter models with substantial experimental backing, which can be used to develop new processing principles and allow reliable prediction of radar performance. To a large degree, progress is slowed by the scarcity of experimental data collected over a wide range of radar frequencies, and in particular for very high resolution. Such high resolution radar data could lead to scattering models for sea clutter at the meter or maybe even submeter scale. These models could then be used for any radar system of interest by convolving the scattering model with the applicable waveform and angular resolution characteristics. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
When compared with the Nathanson tables of measured sea clutter reflectivity [2] , the GIT sea clutter model proposed in 1978 predicts significantly lower values at sea states up to Sea State 3. In the present paper a new empirical model is proposed that provides a much better match with the Nathanson data and is indexed to sea state as commonly assumed in radar performance assessments. This NRL sea clutter model matches the experimental results with an average absolute deviation of about 2.2 to 2.3 dB for grazing angles from 0.1 to 10 deg (2.6 dB for 0.1 to 60 deg grazing angle) and frequencies from 500 MHz to 35 GHz, as compared with a 10 to 13 dB deviation when the GIT model is used. The functional form for this sea clutter model is the same for horizontal and vertical polarization but they use different sets of the five free parameters. For completeness, the Appendix to this paper compares the model to all data presented by Nathanson, et al. for grazing angles from 0.1 to 60 deg and for horizontal and vertical polarization. Finally, a discussion of the general issues underlying the detection of small, slow targets in a background of sea clutter was briefly discussed and illustrated with new high-resolution sea clutter observed at 94 GHz.
In developing this new empirical sea clutter model, no attempt was made to explicitly include any preassumed behavior as a function of either frequency or grazing angle. The only criterion was to achieve a good match with the measured data, using a relatively simple mathematical expression with a modest number of free parameters. As shown, the empirical expression is fit to 267 data points for horizontal polarization and 286 data points for vertical polarization using just two sets of five parameters each. We believe that this new NRL model for the average reflectivity of sea clutter will be of value for radar performance analysis over a wide range of frequencies, grazing angles, and sea states. For high-fidelity performance evaluations of target detection in a sea clutter environment, additional statistical descriptions of sea clutter temporal and spatial characteristics would have to be added. As discussed in the final section of this paper, this area is still subject to considerable research and discussion. 
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